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a b s t r a c t 

We present a Strengths, Vulnerability, and Intervention Assessment related to Digital Threats (SVIDT) 

method, which provides a problem structuring and decision support for organizational vulnerability and 

resilience management with respect to changes of the digital transition. The method starts from (i) a 

multi-level actor analysis, (ii) identifies strengths and weaknesses of organizations, (iii) constructs digi- 

tal threat scenarios and provides judgment-based expert assessments on the organization’s vulnerability, 

(iv) develops intervention scenarios for tangible threat scenarios, and (v) suggests win-win action sce- 

narios when referring to the multi actor system analysis as for strategic management. A first validation 

and application includes a structural analysis of the response patterns and a quantitative and qualitative 

appraisal of the organizations’ managers. This validation is based on an application of the method to 18 

German and Austrian organizations of different types and magnitude. We show how the basic concepts 

of vulnerability (i.e., sensitivity, exposure adaptive capacity) can be quantitatively operationalized when 

constructing consistent combinations of threat and intervention scenarios. The validation approaches in- 

dicate that the method provides meaningful data and assessments and that the managers provided a 

positive feedback on the method and the recommendations which they received. It is further deliberated 

whether the assessment method supports organizations’ specified resilience management in an overly 

complex, systemic digital transition in a (semi) quantitative manner. In addition, we discuss needs for 

future research regarding practical utility of SVIDT, as well as the positioning of SVIDT in relation to soft 

operational methods and other methods of operational research. 

© 2019 The Author(s). Published by Elsevier B.V. 

This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license. 
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. Introduction: Organizational vulnerabilities and the SVIDT 

ethod 

.1. Purpose and goals of the paper 

The digital transformation is one example of systemic change

hich provides fundamental risks with “significant tangible” and

perplexing uncertainties” ( Rosenhead, 2006 ) to all of domains

ociety. The purpose of this paper is to provide a comprehen-

ive operationalization, application and validation of the S trengths,

 ulnerability, and I ntervention Analysis related to D igital T hreats
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SVIDT) method ( Scholz, 2017a ) to organizations . SVIDT may be

onceived as a Problem Structuring Method ( Ackermann, 2012 ;

den & Ackermann, 2006 ; Mingers & Rosenhead, 2004 ) and soft

perational decision analysis method ( Checkland & Scholes, 1990 )

 Mingers, 20 0 0 ). SVIDT starts from (i) a multi-level actor analy-

is, (ii) identifies strengths and weaknesses of organizations, (iii)

onstructs digital threat scenarios and provides judgment-based

xpert assessments on the organization’s vulnerability, (iv) devel-

ps intervention scenarios for tangible threat scenarios, and (v)

uggests win-win action scenarios when referring to the multi

ctor system analysis as for strategic management ( Friend &

ickling, 2005 ). The application is been done in a collabora-

ive, transdisciplinary manner, in which the (experiential) subject

nowledge of practice experts is linked with the methodological

nowledge of operations research (OR) consultants and rigor and

n-depth knowledge about the digital transformation scientists
under the CC BY-NC-ND license. 
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from OR and information technology researchers. We argue that

transdisciplinarity, i.e., the collaboration among organizational

managers and or practitioners and scientists may be needed to

overcome some deficits and constraints of OR practice, as they

have been described by Rosenhead (2006) in complex settings such

as managing the digital transition of companies. Some scientists

argue that the substitution of labor-related cognitive operations

by computers are inducing more changes in production, trade,

and markets than the first Industrial Revolution ( Brynjolfsson &

McAfee, 2012 ; Helbing, 2015 ; McAfee & Brynjolfsson, 2017 ; Porter

& Heppelmann, 2014 ). 

The SVIDT method extends the concept of risk to the vulnera-

bility concept ( Scholz, Blumer, & Brand, 2012 ). This is shown in the

following sections of the introduction as well as that the SVIDT

method emerged – besides from OR – from decision research and

transdisciplinarity . 

1.2. From risk to vulnerability in digital transformation management 

From a decision theoretic ( Keeney & Raiffa, 1976 ) and en-

trepreneurial management ( Hisrich & Ramadani, 2017 ) perspec-

tive, a company’s or organization’s adaptations and interventions

are traditionally managed by means of risk analysis . In general,

companies and organizations evaluate business strategies in light

of changes in key performance indicators, e.g., turnover, market

share, cash value, etc. for commercial organizations and number of

members, publicity, etc. for non-commercial organizations. Digital-

technological innovations, for instance, may be viewed as threats

as they can have negative impacts, which in turn may affect the

viability of organizations and call for fundamental adaptive ac-

tion . Markets for certain products (e.g., mechanical typewriters or

printed matter for surface mailing) or intra- and interorganiza-

tional processes (e.g., personal operation-based calendars or logis-

tics management) might be eliminated and new types of actions

needed. Both internal and external communications are undergo-

ing fundamental changes, and if organizations fail to adapt in a

timely manner time, then digital innovations become threats. 

Consequently, digitalization can be viewed as an environmental

risk . In general terms, risk can be conceived as an evaluation

function of the loss potential in a certain situation, with uncertain

outcomes. If the losses only are considered, we speak about

pure risk; if the positive outcomes are integrated, we talk about

speculative risk ( Brachinger & Weber, 1997 ; Scholz et al., 2012 ).

Historically, there are two major approaches for defining risk, a

decision- or choice-based approach and an exposure-based approach.

The decision theoretic approach starts from the idea that humans

(or human systems as companies, societies, etc.) make decisions.

The exposure-related approach emerged from the fields of toxicol-

ogy and insurance ( Paustenbach, 2002 ). Here, the voluntariness –

and thus the freedom to make a decision – is not postulated. The

exposure-related conception becomes a decision theoretic of the

risk is perceived and a reduction or elimination of exposure is

theoretically thinkable by the exposed agent (e.g., a company gives

up business). 

In a decision theoretic approach, a decision-maker has a choice

between at least two different alternatives (in a general risk sit-

uation, between a set of alternatives A i ∈ A ; the nomenclature for

all variables may be found in supplementary information SI1). In a

pure risk situation , with the choice of an alternative A i , a discrete

number of negative-valued events ( E i, j ∈ E = E) may result with cer-

tain probability ( p i, j ) . If we denote the probability distribution as P ,

risk is a function of the space of decision alternatives A , the space

of probability distributions P, and the set (valued) possible events

E, formally: 
(1) r = f ( A, P, E ) i  
In speculative risk , a decision-maker also acknowledges the util-

ties of all positively or negatively valued events from a risk or loss

erspective. We can learn from prospect theory ( Kahneman & Tver-

ky, 1979 ) that what is considered a loss and thus the size of a

isk may change according to the view taken. Thus, the perspec-

ive taken has to be defined when constructing a risk function. 

In the exposure-oriented approach, risk is a function of expo-

ure and sensitivity . Usually, exposure is operationalized by prob-

bilities, and the sensitivities are the impacts of specific negative

utcomes of a certain E, which may result when a particular event

akes place. In semiformal terms, this may be expressed by: 

(2) r ′ = g( exposure, sensit i v it y ) = r ′ ( P, E ) 

The SVIDT method goes beyond risk management . This is due to

he incorporation of the adaptive capacity , AC. Please note that risk

onsiders threats, i.e., potential negative events, from an a priori

vent perspective . Thus, the above-described risk function (2) in-

ludes events that may appear with certain probabilities, but that

ave not yet appeared. The adaptive capacity changes this perspec-

ive and describes the effects of the potential actions a decision-

aker may take if a specific event with negative outcomes has ac-

ually taken place. One may think about a retail company (e.g., a

icycle retailer) around the year 2005 who missed the shift from

hone and surface mail-order systems to (partly automated and

vailable 24/7) electronic-order systems. In this case, the company

ould have faced continuing losses of market share over a num-

er of years. The adaptive capacity represents the potential of the

ike company to compensate for the possible loss of market share

y implementing missed as well as perhaps additional new digital

echnologies at a later stage. Actions taken after a certain threat

as become real are called interventions . In the context of new

igital technologies, interventions are most closely linked to inno-

ations. Often, sufficient financial and personal resources may be

onsidered the main components of adaptive capacity . Referring to

he above notion of risk as r = r ′ = g( P, E ) , we define vulnerability

s a function that comprises the a priori risk evaluation and the

ssessment of the a posteriori (i.e., after event) adaptive capacity of

 decision-maker to reduce losses that (may) have occurred as the

mpact of negative events. 

This may be expressed as 

(3) v ul = h ( P , E , AC ) = v ul( P , E , AC ) 

here AC = ( A C m, j ) = ( I m 

( T j ) ) , m ∈ M , denotes the bundles of ac-

ions or interventions ( I ) that may be taken to maintain the viability

f an organization posterior to a negative event, i.e., a threat sce-

ario T j that has been assumed to have taken place. If quantified,

pecified resilience is sometimes defined as 1 − v ul ( Scholz et al.,

012 ). 

In the context of the operationalization of SVIDT the adaptive

apacity is of special importance. Due to the impossibility to quan-

ify probability distributions for a large set of digital innovations in

rtificial intelligence, internet of things, cloud computing, speech

rocessing, pattern recognition, etc., the presented operationaliza-

ion of SVIDT identifies a set of consistent, incongruent (dissimilar)

igh threat scenarios. When assessing (apriori) exposure and sen-

itivity and exposure and (posteriori) the adaptive capacity, i.e., the

eeping of the viability by counteracting by well-constructed and

semi-quantitatively) assessed intervention strategies. 

.3. Theoretical roots of SVIDT 

As mentioned above (see also Scholz, 2017a ) besides OR, the

VIDT approach is rooted in decision research, risk analysis, and

ransdisciplinary transition and resilience management . Vulnerability

s the complement to resilience, which has become a key concept
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Fig. 1. The nine steps of the SVIDT method (figure taken from Scholz, 2017a ). 
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n sustainable transitioning ( Adger, 20 0 0 , 20 06 ). The presented op-

rationalization of SVIDT can be viewed as an expert judgment-

ased quantitative approach of the upcoming resilience research.

ransdisciplinarity, conceived as integrating knowledge from sci-

nce and from practice, is key, as SVIDT may be seen as a re-

earch method that goes beyond consultancy-based risk assess-

ent. Mutual learning among science and practice is an essential

lement of applying SVIDT methodology. Thus, we may distinguish

etween the managerial experts from a specific organization and

he (practical) operation research consultant and the method and

for instance digitalization) subject-oriented scientists who collab-

rate in complex cases (for helping in coping with complexity) or

n the course of adapting and developing the method. Transdis-

iplinarity has many similarities with some of the many variants

f action research such as community based-participatory action

esearch ( Wallerstein & Duran, 2010 ). Yet transdisciplinarity con-

eives scientists serving the public good and does not for the re-

earcher’s actionist’s bias of interest as it is common for action re-

earch ( Eden & Smithin, 1979 ; Scholz, 2017c ). Another difference

s that science practice interactions are expected to develop re-

earch ( Scholz, Lang, Wiek, Walter, & Stauffacher, 2006 ) which has

ecome a characteristic of research oriented action research ( Eden

 Huxham, 2006 , p. 399). 

SVIDT is a hybrid method. It starts from a multilevel system

odel (see Fig. 1 , Step 2 and Step 3). The multilevel analysis is per-

ormed with the help of the hierarchy postulate of the Human En-

ironment System (HES) framework ( Scholz, 2011 ). This provides a

emplate for conceptualizing drivers and rationales for individuals,

rganizations (i.e., commercial and NGOs), or framing agents such

s ministries (institutions), politicians, or courts ( Scholz, 2011 ), and

ther main actors (see Step 4). The construction of an impact

atrix-based system model (including the construction of consis-

ent scenarios via Formative Scenario Analysis (FSA); Missler-Behr,

993 ; Scholz & Tietje, 2002 ) for constructing threat scenarios (see

tep 6) and corresponding intervention scenarios (see Step 7) is

he core of SVIDT. A thorough understanding of the strengths and
eaknesses (Step 5) of an organization has to precede these steps.

his phase can be supported by applying, e.g., a SWOT analysis. A

etailed, condensed list of digital threats and changes (dTCs) has to

e built as a basis for constructing intervention scenarios. A mul-

icriteria decision assessment is involved by considering a set of

eighted key-performance parameters in order to assess the sen-

itivity and adaptive capacity. Step 8 refers to creating synergies

mong the key agents, which have been identified in Step 4. The

nal step (Step 9) includes a qualitative system analysis referring

o Sustainable Potential Analysis (SPA) ( Lang, Scholz, Binder, Wiek,

 Stäubli, 2007 ) and Bioecological Potential Analysis (BEPA) ( Scholz

 Tietje, 2002 ). Both approaches provide qualitative criteria and

euristics (e.g., the change rate of a system should not exceed crit-

cal boundaries) in regard to the evaluation of key facets of viable

nd sustainable systems. Together with the quantitative vulnera-

ility scores, they build the foundation for selecting intervention

trategies for an organization facing dTCs. 

.4. Specifics of digital threats and changes (dTCs) 

The digital transition is characterized by a strong, concise tra-

ectory toward the digitalization of all domains of life. Yet, there

s extraordinary (perplexing) uncertainty regarding the timing and

uccess of digital technologies. This can be seen in the failed pre-

ictions made by significant pioneers of artificial intelligence (AI),

.g., Herbert Simon’s 1965 statement: “Machines will be capable,

ithin twenty years, of doing any work a man can do” (see Velik,

010 ) or Marvin Minsky’s 1970 vision: “In from three to eight years

e will have a machine with the general intelligence of an av-

rage human being” (see Velik, 2010 ). On the other hand, there

ave been precise predictions, such as Moore’s Law on technologi-

al progress ( Courtland, 2015 ), which led to an unexpected decline

n the volume and price of storage capacities. Automated driving

ystems may be considered another example. For how many years

ight a London cabdriver expect to be able to pursue the work

hat feeds his family? 
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Theoretically, it may be of interest that the two major com-

ponents involved in vulnerability, i.e., risk and adaptive capacity,

show some strategic complementarity . Investing in lowering risk

means to invest in lowering exposure (i.e., the probability of being

affected by a negative event) and in lowering sensitivity (i.e.,

reducing the damage from a negative event by being more robust).

From a pure risk perspective, this means to strongly invest in new

digital innovations and to become a digital-technology forerunner.

We may note that risk prevention is related to known future

negative actions. Investing in adaptive capacity means preparing an

organization to cope with negative effects if an uncertain negative

event has taken place, and then repairing the negative impacts

and adjusting to maintain viability. Focusing on lowering the risk

is risk aversive, but it means promoting innovation. Focusing on

adaptive capacity means to prepare for action by increasing finan-

cial, human, knowledge, and other capitals. Focusing on adaptive

capacity is risk seeking. Thus, whether to invest more in order to

reduce risk or to increase adaptive capacity is a normative decision,

and the weighting between the two is called normative value. The

concept of normative value can be extended further, by not only

addressing the weighting between risk reduction and increase of

adaptive capacity, but also by introducing additional parameters,

such as a normative representation of the formal mission or creed

of the organization (e.g., “we live sustainability”) and the effect of

a particular dTC scenario on this normative value. 

Multiple transformations at all levels and domains of society

are challenging and may be denoted as systemic risks . Systemic risk

is related to uncertain and unknown dynamics in complex, highly

interconnected systems, and it is linked to “uncertainty about

one’s uncertainty,” i.e., uncertainty about the probabilities or den-

sity functions of future events. This second-order uncertainty has

been called ambiguity ( Einhorn & Hogarth, 1986 ; Hogarth & Kun-

reuther, 1985 ), for instance, in regard to when a particular dTC may

become relevant for an organization. This also includes systemic

risks, which emerge in complex, highly interconnected systems;

the term unintended side effect ( Scholz et al., 2018 ; Sugiyama et

al., 2017 ) represents this feature. Resilience research distinguishes

between specified resilience and general resilience . We talk about

specified resilience when the (uncertain future) events are known.

Specified resilience is the complementary concept of vulnerabil-

ity. A system that has general resilience has the capacity to cope

with the unknown. In principle, we hope that general resilience

will emerge if vulnerability to a wide range of different dTCs is

reduced. 

The latter leads us to another challenge. As uncertainty is ubiq-

uitous, a vulnerability assessment would require the construction

of possible events and related probability distributions at all stages

of analysis (see Fig. 1 ). Given the complexity and fundamental un-

certainties related to (highly interdependent) events and dTCs, this

is too challenging. In the present application of SVIDT, we delimit

uncertainty assessment to judgments of certain salient scenarios of

dTCs. In line with reducing complexity, we will also focus on the

notion of pure risk and only model (and quantify) the losses caused

by the former-mentioned scenarios. 

Part 2 of this paper comprises the detailed description of the

SVIDT methodology. In particular, we present the operationaliza-

tion of the vulnerability score, based on a multilevel analysis of the

actors and the construction of well-selected threat scenarios and

corresponding intervention scenarios. Part 3 includes two types

of validation of the SVIDT method, i.e. a structural analysis of the

vulnerability scores and an appraisal of the management of the in-

volved companies. This is followed by a thorough discussion of re-

sults in part 4, including needs for future research regarding prac-

tical utility, as well as the positioning of SVIDT in relation to soft

operational methods and common methods of operational re-

search. Part 5 then closes the paper with the authors’ conclusion. 
. Description of the SVIDT methodology 

.1. Understanding the organization 

Step 1 (all steps refer to Fig. 1 ), Goal Formation, is the most

mportant one. Given the experience of more than 40 transition

tudies ( Scholz & Steiner, 2015 ), a well-formulated, concise Guiding

uestion, the exact wording of which must be discussed with the

ey members of the organization, is crucial for applying SVIDT. The

uiding Question includes the description of what parts of the or-

anization become subjects of the application (e.g., organizational

ystem boundaries, prospective time range for intervention) and

f what are the objectives and outcomes of the SVIDT application

e.g., how to include the members of the organization). The Guid-

ng Question should serve as a pervasive reference throughout all

teps of applying the SVIDT method. 

The objective of Steps 1–4 is to produce a qualitative and vi-

ual multisystem model. The key processes and key actors with

espect to the digital changes should be included. The practical

ork starts with a description of a system model of the orga-

ization. This description has to include a comprehensive inven-

ory of basic organizational data (foundation, legal form, num-

er of employees, turnover, etc.), the product portfolio, and an

rganizational chart. For embedding an organization, a supply–

emand chain model is usually meaningful. The model should in-

lude all downstream inputs by material and information, a rough

odel of inner-organizational activities, and upstream customer

elationships. For (traditional) companies, the Business Model Can-

as ( Osterwalder & Pigneur, 2010 ) is often a suitable tool for de-

cribing the inner processes. If we consider ICT companies, a model

ay include specific major transitions, e.g., the impacts of cloud

omputing ( Weinhardt et al., 2009 ) or market changes due to the

ntroduction of blockchain technology ( Ivanschitz et al., 2018 ). 

Given the fundamental changes of the digital transformation,

raming agents play a specific role. By framing agents, we under-

tand not only governmental actors but also global ICT companies’

ey players or leaders in industrial associations. To get a better

ccess to the rationales and drivers, we distinguish between in-

ividuals, small groups, and other forms of groups; organizations

commercial and non-commercial); institutions (i.e., governmen-

al or supranational organizations); societies (in particular, politi-

al and cultural/religious leaders); and supranational systems (such

s the EU). This refers to the hierarchy postulate of the Human–

nvironment System (HES) framework, which describes drivers and

ationales (see Chapter 15 of Scholz, 2011 ) of the identified key ac-

ors when referring to primary disciplines of these systems (e.g.,

sychology for individuals, business science for companies, or ad-

inistration sciences for institutions) and thus goes beyond, for in-

tance, the consideration of one-level networks. 

.2. Constructing an impact-variable-based simple model of the 

rganization 

The SVIDT system analysis (Step 4) comprises two main blocks.

irst, we provide a qualitative description of the processes, key ac-

ors (and their functions and levels according to the hierarchy level

f the HES framework), and framing conditions. Second, we con-

truct a (relatively) small but – with respect to a Guiding Question

sufficient set of variables or impact factors (called d ˆ m 

). These im-

act factors should represent all system variables which represent

TCs (such as big data, artificial intelligence, voice processing) re-

ated to the digital transformation. The impact factors should de-

cribe the current state and the changes of the organization in light

f the Guiding Question . This is a common procedure in the forma-

ion of scenarios. For modeling the changes, for each impact fac-

or, different levels – i.e., different values or specifications d ˆ m , n ˆ m 
–
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Fig. 2. System graph and (suggested) subsystems for a mattress producer (red arrows represent strong impacts; red diamonds have a higher active sum than passive sum; 

blue diamonds are the opposite; green diamonds have a balanced affection ratio). 
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hat an impact factor may take have to be formulated. For the sim-

lest form, n ˆ m 

= 1 considers the case in which nothing changes

ompared to the status quo, and the variable d ˆ m , n ˆ m 
for n ˆ m 

= 2

eans that a specified change has taken place. The impact fac-

ors D = { d 1 , . . . , d ˆ m 

, . . . , d ˆ m D 
} are also called descriptors , as they

erve to describe the status quo and the changes of a system in

semi)quantitative terms. 

After having defined the impact factors, the relationships or im-

acts among these factors are assessed. This is done in order to

ain insight into the system and its subsystems. Given the incom-

lete knowledge, quantitative relationships in the form of math-

matical functions (which would allow for system dynamics) can

e defined only among a very small number of factors – if at all.

hus, in the context of applying SVIDT to organizations, the causal

mpacts between two impact variables d ˆ m i 
and d ˆ m j 

are assessed on

n ordinal scale (e.g., no impact, moderate impact, and large im-

act). These ratings are called cross-impact scores and represented

s c i ˆ m i , ̂ m j 
. Please note that only the strengths of direct impacts

ave to be assessed or judged. This calls for considering all indirect

elationships when making the judgments, and judgments have to

e altered if some impact factors are skipped or changed. For prac-

ical purposes, this means that the judgment has to be provided

wice as the other relationships are unknown when the first rela-

ionship is assessed (see Scholz & Tietje, 2002 ). Usually, the ratings

f causal relationships have to be discussed, adjusted and – in the

vent of disagreements – reach consensus among the study team

embers. 

Fig. 2 presents a graphical representation of the cross-impact

atings of a mattress company. Based on the relationships among

he impact strengths and logical reasons, the system graph allows

or the formation of system variables. The cross-impact matrix

I = (c i ˆ m i , ̂ m j 
) allows further insight into the research team’s view

f the organization. We can gain insight into how much a variable

ffects all other variables by summing up the impact strengths a

ariable has on all other variables. This is called active sum and

eads formally as: 

∑ ˆ m D 
4) c i m i , · = 

j=1 
c i ˆ m i , ̂ m j s
Likewise, we can gain insight into how much a variable is af-

ected by the other system variables when summing up the im-

acts a variable receives from others. This is called the passive sum:

5) c i ·, m j 
= 

∑ ˆ m D 
i =1 

c i ˆ m i , ̂ m j 

There are other options such as studying loops of three and

arger order or assessing to what degree a variable is integrated. 

.3. Identifying potential digital threats 

In order to prepare a modeling of relevant dTC scenarios to

hich an organization may be exposed, a qualitative identifica-

ion of the weaknesses of the organization is helpful. This can be

ccomplished by performing a strengths–weaknesses analysi s (Step

). The team may develop a list of perceived general and dig-

tal technology-related weaknesses and strengths. In addition, a

WOT analysis ( Dyson, 2004 ; Helms & Nixon, 2010 ) or identifica-

ion of the types of innovations considered or suggested by inter-

al and/or external actors in the past can be applied. 

In reviewing the work of 18 project groups for the first applica-

ion of SVIDT reported below, a total of 46 different changes were

dentified ( Sczesny, 2018 ). These include general changes such as

ig data, cloud computing, or digitalized customer and production

rocesses, market changes as indicated by the concept of the pro-

umer, or more elementary processes such as digitalized payment.

he list of dTCs that results depends on the (set of) the organi-

ation, the ongoing transitions in the ICT business, and the knowl-

dge/competence of the team. These aspects will not be considered

n depth in this paper. 

.4. The constructions of digital threats and change scenarios 

A key concept of the SVIDT method is to construct a small

et of consistent, essentially different dTC scenarios, T j (see Fig. 3 ,

pper-left boxes A–C; in this case, given the number of threats and

heir contingencies, one to three dTC scenario(s) has/have been se-

ected for each subsystem). For each selected threat scenario, con-

istent intervention scenarios, I m, j = I m 

( T j ) , will be constructed. 
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Fig. 3. From system representation A via (general or subsystem-related) dTC scenarios, B and C , a quantitative assessment of vulnerabilities D , and adaptive capacity assess- 

ment E to win-win-win strategies for organizations, F . 
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In general terms, a scenario is a complete combination of levels

of impact factors ( Scholz & Tietje, 2002 , p. 105). Thus, a dTC sce-

nario, T j , j ∈ J , is a vector whose impact factors are levels of single

dTCs, t j n , j , n ∈ N : 

6) T j = ( t j 1 , j ,…, t j n , j , . . . , t j N , j ) 

The double-index j n describes what level the n -th impact fac-

tor (i.e., threat) takes for the dTC scenario T j . The set of all dTC

scenarios is labeled T = ( T j ) . 

When constructing dTC scenarios, we refer to the standard pro-

cedure of impact-factor-based scenario construction (see Götze,

1990 ; Missler-Behr, 1993 ; Reibnitz, 1992 ; Scholz & Tietje, 2002 ).

In its simplest and often (pragmatically) applied form, each sin-

gle dTC t j n , j appears on only two levels. Usually, j n = 0 repre-

sents the threat not occurring, and j n = 1 will be interpreted as

a digital change occurring. Assuming 10 potential dTCs with 2

levels, there are 1024 dTC scenarios. As it is impossible to as-

sign a reasoned probability function to these scenarios, the con-

sistency of dTC scenarios plays an important role. The strategy

taken is the following: First, a consistency analysis excludes incon-

sistent dTC scenarios. This is done by judgments on the (logical

consistency and practical feasibility) on all ( J ∗ ( J − 1 ) / 2 ) pairwise

combinations of the N dTCs. Then, a small set of essentially different

( complementary consistent dTC scenarios are selected from the set

of consistent dTC scenarios which are supposed to sufficiently rep-

resent the space of future digital environments. Here, in general,

essentially different means that the selected dTC scenarios do not
nly differ by one or two levels of impact factors (i.e., threats) but

uild kernels of clusters of clusters of scenarios of a certain type.

n algorithm can be used to extract essentially different dTC sce-

arios ( Tietje, 2005 ). This is the subject of Step C in Fig. 3 . 

After the assessment vulnerability (see D), in Step E, (consis-

ent) intervention scenarios, I m, j , for each dTC scenario, T j , that re-

ains after the selection process are constructed: 

(1) I m, j = I m 

( T j ) = ( I m 1 , j , . . . , I m n , j , . . . , I m N j 
, j ) 

Theoretically, one may think about constructing a probability

istribution among the consistent or among the finally selected

TC scenarios. We argue that, in general, this is beyond the lim-

ts of knowing. Instead, learning should take place based on inves-

igating and assessing the impacts that the small set of comple-

entarity dTC scenarios may have on key performance indicators.

 critical issue is that we have to distinguish between theoretical

ntervention scenarios and realistic interventions . The latter refers

nly to what is within the range of the company’s current action

otential. The analysis of both types of scenarios may be of inter-

st. When comparing the theoretical and the realistic , consultancy

trategies can be developed. 

.5. Quantifying vulnerability 

In order to assess the impacts of the dTC scenarios, we con-

truct a quantitative vulnerability score, v ul( T j ) , for an organiza-

ion. The score is the outcome of a kind of stress test . Simplified,
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his vulnerability score can be considered a function of the threats

nd the organization’s adaptive capacity to cope with them, i.e.: 

(7) v ul( T j ) = v ul( P , E , AC ) = v ul( r( T j ) , ac( T j ) ) 

The stress test is a thought experiment and assesses how the

ey performance of an organization is affected by the digitaliza-

ion of internal processes, relationships with customers or mem-

ers, the types of products required (i.e., demand function), chang-

ng legal requirements, etc. (see Fig. 1 ). The adaptive capacity also

ncludes an assessment of how win–win situations (see Fig. 1 , Step

) can be created by new types of collaboration with other part-

ers of the supply–demand chain. 

Actually, the relationship between (prior) risk assessment and

post-)adaptive capacity appraisal has to be specified and modeled,

nd it depends on time and the (stand-by) time range for sensitiv-

ty assessment. Practically and in the application below, first a risk

core r( T j ) can be assessed for the assumption that an organization

ontinues its present mode of operation without any adaptation(s)

o digital innovation for a certain time period , e.g., three years.

hen, the impacts of a dTC T j on the different key performance indi-

ators (KPIs) are assessed. This is an assessment of the sensitivity of

he organization. By providing expert judgment on the likelihood

hat the dTC T j will become real in the time period considered, a

isk score can be calculated. Then, we consider the selected inter-

ention scenarios, I m, j , and evaluate how much the assessed loss of

he different KPIs can be reduced. This is a quantitative assessment

f the adaptive capacity given salient dTCs T j and corresponding

ntervention scenarios I m, j . Finally, in the present application, the

ulnerability score is simply a weighted sum of risk and adaptive

apacity: 

(8) v ul( T j ) = v ul( r( T j ) , ac( T j ) ) = ˆ w ∗ r( T j ) − ( 1 − ˆ w ) ac( T j ) with

0 ≤ ˆ w ≤ 1 

Here, the weight ˆ w reflects the organization’s (business) strat-

gy to avoid any risk and potential losses. If we consider the vul-

erability score as an (early) warning indicator, a high ˆ w has to be

aken in the case of a risk-averse organization that wants to avoid

ny potential loss. By contrast, an organization may take a conser-

ative strategy and not want to be the first mover with respect

o digitalization. If an organization’s only interest is to strengthen

ts ability if certain changes in the practices of other organiza-

ions have taken place, then ˆ w should be low. Thus, we denote ˆ w

 

∑ n = m 

n =1 ˆ w n ≤ 1 ) as a normative business-strategy parameter. Addi-

ional normative parameters (see Section 1.5; see Step D in Fig. 3 )

an be introduced, if necessary. 

Theoretically, probability distributions can be constructed for

consistent and essentially different) dTC scenarios that are as-

essed. Moreover, the probability that an intervention scenario

rovides a certain reduction of an estimated loss (or a probability

istribution on the reduction of losses) could be introduced to

ntegrate vulnerabilities resulting from different dTC scenarios.

ethods for doing this have been provided by Gottschalk, Scholz,

 Nowack (2009) , Scholz & Hansmann (2007) , and others. How-

ver, such a quantification goes beyond the available knowledge

f we want to provide an estimate of estimates of probability

istributions for all possible future dTC scenarios. This would

equire that the space of all future dTCs is known and can be

onstructed. Thus, a composite vulnerability score v ul (T ) based on

qual weighting or other algorithms (e.g., worst case) on a small

sufficient) set of well-selected, different dTCs representing the

pace of digital technologies to which a company has to adapt is

ore meaningful (if T denotes a set of selected scenarios; this is

iscussed in the last two sections of 5.2). We now briefly sketch

ow different assessments can be operationalized. 
.5.1. Defining the “total performance” of an organization 

When defining total performance, we refer to a common mul-

icriteria utility assessment. The team and the representatives of

he organization have to define the main criteria of the cur-

ent performance and to assess – on a [0.1] scale – what degree

f performance fulfillment compared to the ideal level of perfor-

ance 1 the organization is currently providing. This results in

 utility vector u = ( u 1 , . . . , u i , . . . , u I ) . In a second step, weights

 = ( w 1 , . . . , w l , . . . , w I ) of the performance scores, associated with

ach KPI respectively, with 

∑ I 
l=1 w l = 1 have to be assessed. This

rovides the total performance score 

(9) u tot = 

∑ I 
i =1 u i w i 

Practically, the different utility criteria for a well-known set of

PIs are known by the management board of a company or or-

anization. The degree of performance fulfillment can be assessed

ased on subjective expert judgments or – for some variables – by

uantitative assessment. For instance, rate of turnover, number of

ew members of an NGO, or customers, etc. can be well accessed

n a quantitative manner. Of course, other models for constructing

erformance and utility scores may likewise be used ( Saaty & Ergu,

015 ). 

.5.2. Assessing risk 

The potential loss of total performance u tot caused by a dTC sce-

ario T j represents the sensitivity (see Formula 2). We may define

his loss simply as the weighted sum of losses by T j over all KPIs

i.e., utility attributes) compared to the utility at the present time,

enoted as T 0 : 

(10) �( u T j ) = �( u ( T j ) ) = 

∑ I 
i =1 w i ( u i ( T 0 ) − u i ( T j ) ) , for all se-

lected T j , j ∈ J 

The loss (potential), therefore, is simply the difference � be-

ween the utility at the present time and that caused by T j after a

ertain time period when not adapting to digitalization. 

For assessing the likelihood p T j that a scenario becomes real,

here is no choice other than relying on expert judgments. Thus,

he risk score is: 

(11) r T j = r( T j ) = p j ∗ �( u T j ) = p j ∗
∑ I 

i =1 w i ( u i ( T 0 ) − u i ( T j ) ) , for

all selected T j , j ∈ J 

Expert judgments should be based on (a) general scientific lit-

rature on the speed of digital-technology innovation (see, for in-

tance, Bojanova, 2014 ; McAfee & Brynjolfsson, 2017 ) and (b) on

he experience of experts of different part of the organization. We

escribed above (see also Fig. 3 ) that we are selecting a small set

f essentially different dTC scenarios. The idea is that we assess

he risk for all these scenarios. We may then take, for instance, the

aximum or mean value as the risk score . 

.5.3. Assessing adaptive capacity 

Given a dTC T j and the estimated loss �( u T j ) , the challenge is

o assess how much a bundle of interventions, i.e., an interven-

ion scenario I m, j = I m 

( T j ) , might reduce the loss (after a certain

ime period). For assessing adaptive capacity, there are two op-

ions. One refers to theoretical and the other to realistic interven-

ion scenarios. Commonly, whether a scenario is realistic depends

n whether the organization has the capability to implement the

eans. Here, financial and human resources (in particular, digital-

echnology knowledge) are main factors. For a consultancy strat-

gy, a (backward-planning type) option would be suitable. When

onstructing an ideal intervention strategy I ∗
m, j 

, a company can

earn what means have to be acquired in order to avoid vulnerabil-

ty. In a realistic-based vulnerability score, the company may learn

bout the limited or given options to adapt with the given means. 

The adaptive capacity ac for an intervention scenario I m, j is: 
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(12) ac( I m, j ) = acs ( I m, j ) ∗�( u T j ) with m ∈ M , j ∈ J 

Here, acs ( I m, j ) may simply be an expert assessment of what per-

centage of the total performance loss can be compensated for by a

well-selected (realistic or ideal) intervention strategy. 

2.5.4. Assessment of the vulnerability score 

For assessing the vulnerability score, it is necessary to weigh

how much effort is spent on (a priori) proactive steps taken to

avoid risk in relation to the (a posteriori) adaptive capacity to adopt

digitalization means at a later point of development. This can be

accomplished by a risk-avoidance vs. adaptation-building weight-

ing or score ˆ w . Thus, Formula 3 provides a vulnerability score. 

2.6. “Gentle validation” of the SVIDT method 

When presenting a first validation of SVIDT, we follow two

lines. First, we provide a distributional structure analysis. In a sec-

ond line, we report the judgments of study teams and of man-

agers of organizations who participated in a first application of the

method. This is conducted in a quantitative as well as qualitative

manner. We call this procedure “gentle validation” ( Scholz, 2018 ),

as there are no hard data that show, for instance, whether the risk

and vulnerability are valid in the sense that a higher score would

be linked to actual losses of KPIs. 

2.6.1. Distributional structure analysis 

Distributional structure analysis includes an appraisal of

whether the distributions of the key parameters (e.g., risk, adap-

tive capacity, normative value, and vulnerability, total performance,

sensitivity (reduction of performance) provide distributions of data

that appear reasonable from a distributional perspective. The idea

of structure validation (whose ideas are related linguistic struc-

ture analysis, Harris, 1954 ) has epistemological and psychological

roots. If we study (performance) indicators in regard to nature,

human systems, or technology, we learn that performance indi-

cators in complex systems are somewhere between normally and

log-normally distributed. This has been conveyed by the phrasing

“life is lognormal” ( Limpert, Stahel, & Abbt, 2001 ); most data in

environmental systems are log-normally distributed. Thus, if dis-

tributions should result whose forms cannot be well justified, this

may be seen as evidence that the SVIDT method can be refuted.

We may consider the applied method as a kind of extended out-

lier analysis that is searching for anomalies or discordant data to a

reference. Specific data (in this case, a certain method) are sorted

out if data are provided that do fit not meaningfully into a frame

of interpretation. 

2.6.2. Construct validation by comparing subgroups 

In principle, construct validation is an umbrella concept of val-

idation ( Cronbach & Meehl, 1955 ). It “refers to the extent to which

an instrument or method [here, the SVIDT method] measures the

theoretical entity (‘the construct’) that it was designed to measure”

( Scholz & Tietje, 2002 , p. 336). A common means of construct val-

idation is that hypotheses about differences under experimental

conditions are formulated, e.g., on how two groups with different

exposures/features differ. We did not include such an experimen-

tal procedure. Yet, we may compare, a posteriori, different types

and organizations and may learn about the method’s descriptive

potential by comparing the differences. If the differences are plau-

sible, this can be seen as a (soft) argument that the method shows

some validity and vice versa. 

2.6.3. Appraisal SVIDT application by the managers of the 

organization 

A common procedure used to validate a diagnostic or therapeu-

tic instrument is to ask those who have been subjects of the appli-

cation whether it is meaningful, useful, and beneficial. There were
ix questions posed which deal with whether (i) the organization

here has been a good interaction with the study team with the

rganization ( Good interaction ), (ii) the managers had a chance to

omprehend the SVID method ( Comprehension of SVIDT ), (iii) the

anagers Learned [the SVIDT method] from participation , (iv) the

ecommendation were beneficial , (v) the SVIDT method is considered

eneficial for the organization (vi) and whether the appreciate the

tudent learning by applying the SVIDT method ( Educational bene-

ts by LAR ). 

. Evaluation and results 

We report about a first application of the SVIDT method in the

ramework of a special form of higher education. Students of the

rofessional Master of Science program of continuing education

n management and information technology at Danube University

rems, Austria participated in a course titled learning by doing ap-

lied research (LAR; German: Angewandte Lehrforschung ). The sub-

ect of this course was the operationalization of the SVIDT method.

e present the constraints of the results of the validation of the

hree modes of the SVIDT method. 

.1. Data acquisition 

.1.1. Study groups 

The SVIDT method was applied by 56 students participating

n a two-year professional Master of Science program of con-

inuing education in management and information technology.

he students chose to collaborate in one of 18 study groups

omprised of between two and five members each. According to

pecial admission standards to this master’s program, most of

he students had no previous bachelor or other academic degree

only 2 of 56). Most of the students, i.e., 38 (68%), earned their

ertificate to attend the master’s course through special practical

ertificates (e.g., master craftsman in a dual-educational system

s a bachelor equivalent) without a senior high school exami-

ation. Only 21% of the students were younger than 30 years

ld; 29% were between 31 and 36 [and 50% were older than 37

ears. A strong gender bias was shown, with only 5 of the 56

eing women. The study-group members had high profiles in

rofessional expertise; in total, 41% were on the CEO or upper-

anagement level, and 20% were from a lower-management

evel. The rest were working in technical professions or

onsulting. 

The study-team groups were coached by eight senior coaches.

here was at least one manager from each participating organiza-

ion (called the pivot) involved in the whole course of the study.

epending on the position of the pivot (ranging from department

ead to CEO), other members of the organization were involved as

ell. 

.1.2. Organizations 

A total of 18 organizations participated in the study; there was

o random sampling of the participating organizations. Of the or-

anizations, 12 came from the coaches’ network of companies; 6

ere (co-)owned by study-team members or employed them. The

ompanies belonged to the categories business and industry ( N = 9;

anging from financial institutions to car parts suppliers), ICT com-

anies of various sizes ( N = 6), and public organizations ( N = 3). For

arge companies, only departments (e.g., for a car part supplier)

ere considered. 

.1.3. Constraints of the study 

Each member of the study groups worked approximately

50–300 h (including learning and participating in learning the

ethod). The application took place from November 2016 to June

017. 
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.1.4. Data 

Each study team gathered data about the organization from the

nternet, as well as from data and material that was given to them

onfidentially by the organization. Each study team wrote a report,

ncluding a system model, an assessment of the vulnerability score,

nd recommendations on how the company should adapt to digital

ransitioning based on the application of the SVIDT method. Three

ypes of data were selected. First , data for understanding and rep-

esenting the organization, resulting in a quantitative description

number of members, turnover, etc.) were collected. A graphical

ystem representation of the main processes was generated in the

ourse of working through Steps 1 to 4 of the SVIDT method (see

ig. 1 ). Second , all key data of the SVIDT analysis were assessed

y the managers of the organization according to detailed inter-

iew guidelines, which may be considered the SVIDT survey tool .

his began with endorsing the Guiding Question (see Step 1; for

he following, see Fig. 1 ); defining the KPIs and weighing their im-

ortance; discussing the mission of the company (which includes

mportant information about the weighting between risk avoidance

nd empowering adaptive capacity); a strength, weakness, and am-

iguity table (Step 4); and the impact factors for threat scenarios

 j (Step 6). Then, the students presented three dTC scenarios that

hey had constructed by themselves, and the managers provided

he judgments on the exposure and sensitivity. Then, for one dTC

cenario, the managers assessed the adaptive capacity for an inter-

ention scenario I m, j (see Steps 6 and 7). In this step, impact fac-

ors t j n , j and Consistency scores for pairwise combinations of levels

f impact factors (see Section 2.3 ) were also assessed by the study

eam. Finally, the weight between Risk and Adaptive capacity was

ssessed. The Total utility scores , Risk, and Vulnerability scores could

e calculated based on these data. Probabilities (for Exposure , p j ),

oss reductions ( Sensitivity ), and weights ( ̂  w ) were measured on an

leven-level [0,1], graphical Likert-type scale. 

Third , an a posteriori telephone interview survey was conducted

y one member of the team of coaches with managers of all 18 or-

anizations (between 2/18/2017 and 4/9/2017) and with randomly

elected members, one from each group (between 11/12/2017 and

2/22/2017). The six questions and the answer scale (a Likert-type

cale from 0 to 1) were sent electronically to the participants be-

ore the interview. The interviewees first had to provide a quantita-

ive assessment of questions and, afterward, provide comments for

ll questions. In the post-study evaluation interviews, three ques-

ions were examined based on whether the prerequisites of a thor-

ugh SVIDT application were given . The question Inclusion assessed

ow the application of the SVIDT survey tool was judged . How well

he managers knew the SVIDT method was appraised by the ques-

ion labeled SVIDT . The degree and value of communication be-

ween the study group and the managers was surveyed by the In-

eraction question. The judgments of the question labeled Mean-

ngful referred to whether the application of the method provided

eaningful recommendations, whereas a follow-up question (Ben-

ficial) directly addressed the benefits (utility) for the organization.

he last query addressed the question of whether the students and

anagers appreciated the specific form of LAR as a form of higher

ducation ( Education ). 

.2. Structure validation 

The ratings on Performance, Exposure, Sensitivity, Adaptivity, and

ormative value and the composite values, Risk and Vulnerability,

ecame subjects of an intense exploratory data analysis. The vul-

erability score was assessed for the most plausible threat (for

 period of doing nothing for three years). Given the time con-

traints, the judgment was made with respect to one consistent,

ntuitively plausible scenario. All ratings were normalized to a

 0 , 1 ] scale. 
Only two judgments on Exposure along all variables were poten-

ial candidates for statistical outliers (for the Following see Fig. 4 ).

iven a mean of M = 0 . 81 , two judgments of an exposure prob-

bility of 0.1 and 0.3 were checked. One, the lowest rating, was

iven for the production department of a well-established automo-

ive parts supplier. The other was for a new (five-year-old) special

aw firm that provided services on a European level. Due to exter-

al basic long-term funding, the exposure and vulnerability ratings

ere low. Thus, no fundamental inconsistencies could be identified

ere. 

A Kolmogorov–Smirnov test for normal distribution reveals that

xposure ( M = 0 . 81 , p < 0 . 001 , df = 18 ) and Normative value ( M =
 . 29 , p < 0 . 003 ) do not resemble normal distributions. They are

kewed, and a visual analysis suggests a log-normal distribution,

ith a high Exposure value close to 1. 

The number of observations was low. Thus, we applied one-

actorial ANOVA with Bonferroni post-hoc test in an exploratory

anner to identify (potential) differences among the companies.

he ICT companies were judged to have a (statistically significant)

ower Sensitivity (ANOVA: F = 4 . 43 , df = 2 , p < 0 . 05 ) than the

ublic organizations and also a lower Risk (ANOVA: F = 5 . 12 , df =
 , p < 0 . 02 ; Bonferroni p < 0 . 03) . 

The next step explores the correlations among the (formally

nd statistically contingent) variables. Here, Sensitivity and/or Risk

ay be considered as kinds of master variables for on cluster. High

ensitivity correlates significantly with Exposure ( r = 0 . 64 , p <

 . 02) with Adaptive Capacity ( r = 0 . 62 , p < 0 . 03) and, thus, nat-

rally with Risk ( r = 0 . 97 , p < 0 . 0 0 0) . Vulnerability is significantly

orrelated with Normative value (i.e., the weighing between Risk

nd Adaptive Capacity ; r = 0 . 70 , p < 0 . 001) . This is reflected both

y a Principal Component Analysis (PCA), resulting in two compo-

ents along the presented significance of correlation, and by a hi-

rarchical cluster analysis (using Ward’s procedure with a squared

uclidian distance; see Fig. 5 ). 

.3. Validation by organizations - organizations and study-team 

embers’ appraisals 

All mean judgments of the managers and students were well

n the positive domain of the scale (see Fig. 6 ). A repeated ANOVA

easurement on the six validation items of the managers’ judg-

ent provided significant differences ( F = 18 . 80 , p < 0 . 001 , df =
) . Thus, a Bonferroni post-hoc test provides some results. The ap-

raisal of using SVIDT in a LAR course received the highest rat-

ng by far ( M = 9 . 8) and significantly higher than the managers’

nowledge of SVIDT. Because of the small sample size, no grouping

ffects were calculated. In total ( N = 116 ; two values were miss-

ng), only 14% were in the negative range of the scale (i.e., ≤5) and

nly 6% below a rating of 4. 

A multivariate analysis utilizing PCA (varimax rotation) reveals

hat the managers distinguish among three components. The first

s whether SVIDT method provided beneficial results for the com-

any (extracting 40% of the variance, based on loadings of > 0.8

or Beneficial , Meaningful , and knowledge of SVIDT ), the agreement

n SVIDT provides Educational benefits when used in (by) LAR (ex-

racting 25% of variance), and Good Interaction , which may be in-

erpreted as the intensity of involvement of the organization in the

tudy (extracting 20% of variance). 

.4. Validation of the SVIDT application by managers’ qualitative 

udgments 

We analyzed the interviews of managers from an SVIDT valida-

ion perspective. First, we checked whether the application of the

VIDT was meeting the expectations of the managers and whether
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Fig. 4. Frequency distributions for risk, Adaptive capacity ( N = 18 observations each). 

Fig. 5. Cluster analysis in the key scores of the SVIDT method. 
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Fig. 6. Mean appraisal judgments of managers on the degree of satisfaction. 
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VIDT was sufficiently understood by them. Then we looked at the

udgments for Meaningful and Beneficial (see 3.1.4). 

.4.1. Managers’ inclusion and knowledge of SVIDT 

The organizations did not mandate the SVIDT analysis but par-

icipated voluntarily in an academic LAR course. Despite this and

iven the high demands on students of continuing education (most

re working and combining their family lives and studies are in

heir leisure time, while simultaneously learning and applying the

ethod), the statements on the inclusion were very positive. All

ut two (of 18 managers) noted that their inclusion in the project

y the team was sufficient and, in some cases, even harmonious. 

• Feel being included quite well. (Head of Sales of a very large ICT

Company) 
• I am excited about the team. They have asked for a lot of informa-

tion, and they have really used all [the] information. (Production

manager for a small production business – SME) 

In total, 14 of the 18 managers found that they had at least a

asic understanding of the method; they saw SVIDT as helpful for

nderstanding where the company stands in regard to the digital

ransformation and what strategies they should use to begin adapt-

ng to it. Typical statements: 

• As we apply similar methods in our enterprise, SVIDT was easy to

understand for me. Otherwise, it is difficult to understand (Owner

and general manager of a small ICT – SME) 
• I looked at the SVIDT method in some detail after the project. Per-

fect, really good. It fits well. (Owner and general manager of a

small production business – SME) 

Examples of a negative statement included the following: 

• I just got marginal access to the method. (Area manager in public

administration for a mid-sized town) 
• I just dealt with the method in a somewhat superficial manner.

But it is very interesting. Up to now, I was primarily dealing with

the results provided by the team. (Owner and general manager of

a local restaurant chain) 

Actually, the judgments on the data collection with the SVIDT

urvey tool are most important, as they refer to the quality of the

ore data for SVIDT. There were only two ratings by the managers

elow “8.” The qualitative judgments read as follows: 

• In principle, this has been a good interaction. But it would have

been better if I had the questions before the interview in order to

prepare the answers. (Owner and general manager of a small ICT

– SME) 
• I could answer the questions. Yet, as a manager of the XY com-

pany, I would have liked to get some supplementary questions.

(Head of sales for a very large ICT enterprise) 

Typical positive answers reveal that the managers were highly

hallenged but felt that they could answer the quantitative ques-

ions: 

• The questions were very good. But it takes time to think about the

answers. (Country manager for a very large ICT enterprise) 
• This was a remarkable talk. From my side, I could have continued

for hours. Very interesting. Very precise questions. And absolutely

well prepared. (Production manager of a small production busi-

ness – SME) 

.4.2. Judgments on the meaningfulness and usefulness of SVIDT 

ethod 

There were 15 positive and 3 negative statements with re-

pect to whether the recommendations made to the company were

eaningful . The positive ones can be divided between those man-

gers who acknowledge that they gained new ideas and those who

ee their business strategies as confirmed. 
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Table 1 

Methods included in SVIDT. 

System Analysis (left part of Fig. 1 ) dTC Scenario and Intervention 

Assessment ( right part of Fig. 1 ) 

Guiding Question-based project 

planning 

Scenario construction by means of 

Formative Scenario Analysis for 

• dTC Scenarios 
• Intervention Scenarios 

Actor analysis: system-based analysis ∗ Consistency analysis (for dTC and 

Intervention Scenarios) 

Multilevel analysis, ∗ identifying 

drivers and rationales of a hierarchy of 

human systems (the HES framework) 

Risk assessment (by means of dTC 

scenarios) 

• Exposure assessment 
• Sensitivity assessment 

System modeling (for the 

organization) ∗∗
Adaptive capacity assessment 

Multicriteria assessment (e.g., of key 

performance indicators) 

Vulnerability assessment 

• By integrating (weighing) a priori 

risk and a posteriori adaptation 

assessment 

Exposure assessment: 

strengths–weaknesses (SWOT) 

Analysis 

Win–Win analysis 

∗ Drivers and actors are identified according to the hierarchy assumption of the 

HES framework. 
∗∗ This is done with the help of impact factors (including impact matrix, impact 

graph, and impact grid). 
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• My view on IoT got partly changed. Yet not everything can

be implemented under the given corporate guidelines of our

concern. The human resources people have to think differently.

( Head of a regional office of a large ICT ) 
• The recommendation fits us 100%. We discussed them together.

(CIO of a large Austrian bank) 

An affirming statement read: 

• The recommendations have confirmed what we already knew. We

now have a scientific reasoning for this. Consequently, the method

shows correctness. (General manager of a mid-sized production

business – SME) 

The follow-up question was more general, and the answers

partly coincided with the previous one. However, there are two

partially contradictory lines of arguments. One involves the “com-

plexity of the subject” and the feeling that “SVIDT is oversized for

smaller” companies (mid-sized ICT SME, with 120 employees) and

not an ideal instrument for small enterprises (small ICT with 5 em-

ployees). The other is the decomposition and quantification of vul-

nerabilities. This is the message of the following statements: 

• [The application of SVIDT has been] Very beneficial. I am going to

apply it again. I would like to elaborate the risks and threats in

more detail so that the recommendations become ‘more significant

and valid’ . (Production manager of a small SME – pet-food pro-

ducer) 
• It is important to translate “feelings” into quantitative numbers. It

is much easier to argue in the numerical landscape. (CIO of a large

Austrian bank) 

4. Discussion 

4.1. Providing a quantitative assessment of vulnerability based on 

quantitative and qualitative knowledge 

The SVIDT method, as operationalized in this paper, is kind of

stress test and comprehensive vulnerability assessment . This may be-

come a management tool for economic and (semi)public organi-

zations when developing strategies to adapt to the challenges of

the digital transformation. It provides a quantitative assessment of

vulnerabilities and of their major conceptual components, risk and

adaptive capacity . The comprehensive (primarily) qualitative multi-

level system analysis (see Fig. 1 ) included the organizational struc-

ture and processes, the organization’s role and function in the

value chain, and a strength and weakness analysis with respect to

digital changes as a starting point for constructing dTC scenarios.

By means of a thought experiment, the impacts of the dTC scenar-

ios on the key performance indicators were assessed. When con-

structing intervention scenarios to address selected dTC scenarios,

the adaptive capacity was operationalized as the organization’s po-

tential to compensate prospective losses by increasing its adaptive

capacity to digital innovations. 

For applying SVIDT, the goals and system boundaries must be

unanimously specified. This, as with many other steps, requires

the genuine involvement and participation of people within the

organization (practice). The primary outcomes of SVIDT are a set

of well-selected, coupled threat × intervention scenarios and their

quantitative assessments. These allow us to define and prioritize

specific digital business strategies and potential collaboration for

developing win–win strategies with other actors. The conceptual

framework of the method has been described by Scholz (2017a) .

The present paper provides the application of the method to 18

organizations. 

The roots of SVIDT are in risk and decision analysis and problem-

structuring methods including strategic options management , but in

addition, transdisciplinary transition management was mentioned
n the introduction and is discussed by Scholz (2017a) . The SVIDT

ethod is specifically designed for coping with the systemic risk

f the digital transformation . This transition is characterized by an

xtraordinary complexity of interacting systems and entities in all

omains of life with – in many domains – unknown speed and

mpacts ( Cox Jr, 2012 ). And while some knowledge exists, there

s also significant ignorance both with respect to specific issues

e.g., when will autonomous vehicles run on highways?) as well as

o general issues on the side of human systems that are users of

igital technologies (e.g., will there be adverse effects of artificial

ntelligence in Europe as it spreads with respect to genetically

odified organisms?). Against this background, much emphasis

as been given to the definition of the Guiding Question and the

ualitative, structured system analysis that provides basic organi-

ational and contextual data. The complexity of the social actors

e.g., competitors, framing agents) calls, from its very beginnings,

or thinking and modeling a multilevel and multi-actor system

odel ( Baudry, Macharis, & Vallée, 2018 ). We can learn from the

resented application that the hierarchy postulate of the HES

ramework ( Scholz, 2011 ) is extremely helpful, as it helps to differ-

ntiate between the drivers and rationales of different human sys-

ems (e.g., of individuals, companies, public institutions), which is

mportant for identifying and assessing threats. In some sense, the

uiding Question plays the role of the hypothesis in an experimen-

al study. All project activities have to be functionally related to

he Guiding Question. If this relationship is lacking, the coherence

f the data falls short, and unnecessary data are produced. Thus,

VIDT is a fully structured, multistep, integrated, hybrid method

and not a “toolbox” from which one may select several tools). 

The architecture resembles other methods of risk management,

uch as the Failure Mode and Effect Analysis (FMEA) ( Carbone & Tip-

ett, 2004 ; Stamatis, 2003 ), which assesses failure risks of prod-

cts, technologies, projects, etc. The methods used and integrated

n SVIDT are presented in Table 1 . We do not think that the two

arts can be separated. Which digital technologies are relevant

or an organization, which actors might contribute to win–win

trategies, and the ways in which framing agents might affect the

onstruction of the coupled threat and intervention scenarios and

he assessment of their impacts on KPIs is, ultimately, related to a

ound system analysis. 
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b  
We also want to refer to related quantitative assessment of re-

ilience and vulnerability of critical infrastructures. Here, the ob-

ective is the construction of proper protection strategies for dis-

uptive events (e.g. natural hazards) or attacks (e.g., cyber-based).

ier and Gutfraind (2019) introduce the concept of defensibility as

 basic characteristic of system security. They do this in a very

imilar manner as we defined the vulnerability concept to com-

ute attack damage before and after defense” (2019, p. 635) and

efer to a very similar concepts as components of defensibility than

e do for resilience. Also Fang and Zio (2019) stress the impor-

ance of post-disruption decision making and provide to bridge the

ap between “accurately predicting the hazard information in the

lassical probability-based analysis and the over conservatism of

he pure worst-case” (2019, p. 1121) assessment. The case of nat-

ral hazards allows for a more statistical-based approach, yet the

onceptual and methodological challenges are very similar as dis-

ussed below. 

.2. A “delayed-response stress test” as a key to moving from risk to 

ulnerability 

Conceptually, SVIDT is anchored in vulnerability and resilience

anagement ( Adger, 2006 ; Aven, 2007 , 2011 , 2016 ; Gheorghe,

005 ; Scholz et al., 2012 ). The focus is on specified resilience as

he threat scenarios contain single threats that are more or less

nown. Formally, the assessment culminates in a quantitative vul-

erability score. Historically, risk has been an evaluation function

or forthcoming uncertain negative events. Technically, a quantifi-

ation of risk is usually based on constructing probability distribu-

ions and the (outcomes of) negative events for (carefully) selected

hreat scenarios. 

SVIDT does not follow this approach entirely but considers a

mall set of well-selected dTC scenarios. Special attention has to be

aid to the construction of these sets. Digital threats and changes

ay be viewed as typical systemic risks. Yet, the risks emerging in

he digital transition cannot be quantified and may be viewed as

ypical systemic risk ( Renn & Klinke, 2004 ). From a risk-modeling

erspective, systemic risk emerges from a multitude – or perhaps

etter, a myriad – of interacting, interwoven, conditionally con-

ingent (correlated) factors that show feedback of a different or-

er (Renn, Scholz, & Schweizer, 2019). A formal conceptual analysis

 Szcesny, 2018 ) revealed that there were 46 diverse, different, log-

cally and presumably empirically (with respect to their discourse

f implementation and use) digital threats (innovations) identified

y the study teams across all 18 organizations. 

Given these prospects, the key aim of the SVIDT method is to

ssess vulnerability scores in a thought experiment that can be

onsidered a “delayed-response stress test.” This allows the link-

ng of the a priori risk perspective and the a posteriori adaptive

apacity assessments. Experts provided estimates (partly based on

umerical empirical data) of the reduction of key performance in-

icators by a certain dTC scenario and the likelihood that it might

ecome real. Based on this, a posteriori view could be taken. The

daptive capacity score had been just the percentage of the loss

hat could be compensated for after a stand-by period of doing

othing operationally for some time until counteraction was taken

o compensate for the postulated loss by a set of interventions, i.e.,

he intervention scenarios (see Fig. 3 B). In the presented applica-

ion, the experts were the managers of the organizations coached

y a study team of student consultants and scientific experts of the

igital transition. 

We want to stress that the delayed-response evaluation has to

e based on a solid foundation. This foundation is a multilevel sys-

em analysis (the fundament), which allows the identification of

elevant dTCs (the foundation walls) and, subsequently, a small set

f significantly different, consistent, impact-factor-based dTC sce-
arios (the ceiling). A key challenge, then, is to construct the sce-

arios in such a way that they sufficiently represent the major

possible) directions of future development (in a well-defined time

ange that has been specified in the Guiding Question). Method-

logically, reliability (also from a gentle validation perspective; see

ection 2.5 ) plays an important role in this context. We argue that

he highly structured SVIDT process supports the idea that sim-

lar (and, ideally, the same) scenarios for one organization may

e constructed by different teams ( Heugens & van Oosterhout,

0 01 ; Tietje, 20 05 ). Naturally, the question of what threat scenar-

os have to be constructed depends on the specific organization,

he branch, and the degree of development (which differs, e.g., be-

ween branches and between developed and developing countries).

e argue that the SVIDT process of selecting a few consistent sce-

arios goes far beyond the common way of looking at worst-case

cenarios ( Fang & Zio, 2019 ; Ghaoui, Oks, & Oustry, 2003 ; Hinkel

t al., 2015 ). In the presented study, the question of which scenar-

os had to be selected did not cause significant problems. This is

artly due to the consistency analysis. Only those scenarios that

nclude meaningful configurations of technologies are considered.

echnically, these scenarios included two or three sets (clusters or

undles) of dTCs (i.e., digital technologies that were implemented

r had not been implemented) whose development is highly con-

ingent. This is in line with the idea of constructing “plausible sce-

arios” ( Breuer, Jandacka, Rheinberger, & Summer, 2009 ). 

The SVIDT method goes beyond classical risk assessment. Yet,

f risk is considered a dynamic process, ideas that resemble a

delayed-response stress test” shine in risk management ( McNeil,

rey, & Embrechts, 2015 ). A common method in financial risk is to

ook at the value at risk or at the worst-case scenario. We argue

hat, methodologically, both the way an a priori risk assessment

nd an a posteriori adaptive capacity assessment is done and how

he dTC intervention scenarios are linked in the “delayed-response

tress test” provide new and practically feasible (see Section 3.4 )

trategies for coping with risks related to the digital transformation

s well as other systemic risks. When considering more than one

cenario only (such as the worst-case scenario), (subjectively) as-

essing the likelihood of consistent future scenarios (and the orga-

ization’s sensitivity, etc.), and then considering the distribution or

ean vulnerability scores provides insight into forthcoming adap-

ations that may be developed. 

From an epistemological perspective, if we refer to Egon

runswik’s theory of probabilistic functionalism ( Brunswik, 1952 ),

he threat scenarios may be viewed as cues ( Scholz, 2017b ), i.e.,

ign-significates, which signal essential properties and character-

stics of the future digital environment. The challenge is to iden-

ify (i.e., to anticipate) those changes, alterations, or transforma-

ions (i.e., threats) that sufficiently represent how the world might

ook like tomorrow and to assist organizations (or other human

ystems) to adapt to these settings. We assume that, if the reduc-

ion of exposure and sensitivity as well the increase of the orga-

ization’s capability to adapt to these changes is based on prop-

rly selected threat scenarios, foundations of quantitative resilience

anagement are developed. The interested reader can find a dis-

ussion of the epistemological foundations and how this can be

one in planning groups in two key papers and eight related com-

ents on the question of the ways in which planning groups may

mprove their performance when utilizing Brunswik’s basic ideas

f probabilistic functionalism (see Dedeurwaerdere, 2018; Hoffrage,

018; Mumpower, 2018; Scholz, 2018 ; and Steiner, 2018 ), which

an also be applied to essential steps of the SVIDT method. 

.3. A promising first “gentle validation” of a hybrid method 

The case of the adaptation of casinos to online gambling has

een used as a heuristic case in a previous paper ( Scholz, 2017a ).
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Table 2 

Overview of future research regarding practical utility. 

No. Applied method Identified issues Reduced practical utility 

(1) Guiding Question-based project planning Framing the guiding question took several 

iterations, a hurdle similar to the formulation 

of mission statements and OKRs in 

organizations. 

None, as the described hurdles are already faced by 

organizations via, e.g., design thinking approaches. Thus, 

this has to be an iterative process “in reality” as well. 

(2) Actor analysis: system-based analysis Few or no issues were identified, as the 

student consultants had full access to the 

required information via their company 

contact (pivot). 

None, as companies are aware of their official actors, 

hierarchy, organizational structure, and key actors for the 

supply chain. 

(3) Multilevel analysis identifying drivers and 

rationales of a hierarchy of human 

systems (the HES framework) 

The complexity of HES is high and, therefore, 

the students kept the external stakeholder 

analysis on a meta-level. 

Low, as a market and competitor analysis is common 

practice. Yet, a well-performed analysis distinguishes 

successful from unsuccessful companies and 

organizations. As reality shows, not all student 

consultants were able to perform this analysis of goals 

and drivers of different types of actors well. 

(4) System modeling (for the organization) The student consultants had some difficulties 

building the model (network). These were 

related less to the identification of key 

entities than to a tendency to overrate the 

strength of interdependencies, thus increasing 

the difficulty of identifying critical 

clusters/centralities. 

Low-medium, as this process should be guided from an 

external party. Information from supply chain 

documentation can support this process. Yet, sensitivity 

of departments, etc. can make it difficult to reflect on 

which ties are important and which are not. 

(5) Multicriteria assessment (e.g., 

identification of key performance 

indicators) 

Identifying KPIs was not an issue for the 

student consultants as all of them had 

experience working with these kinds of 

indicators in their daily professional 

environments. 

Low, as this information can be obtained from the 

organization’s or company’s controlling department. The 

difficulty lies in the overall judgment of priority and 

importance of these indicators, as this decision serves as 

the basis for performance evaluation. 

(6) Exposure assessment: 

strengths/weaknesses (SWOT) analysis 

The students had no issues applying SWOT to 

assess exposure to dTCs, yet in their first 

assessments, results tended to be on a 

high-level perspective only. 

Low-medium, as a pure application of SWOT provides a 

fair but often shallow overview. It is imperative to 

narrow the application scope and to combine SWOT with 

at least one other context, e.g., via PEST/PESTLE analysis. 

(7) Scenario construction by means of 

Formative Scenario Analysis for 

• dTC scenarios 
• Intervention scenarios 

The students had initial difficulties verbally 

paraphrasing their dTC scenarios. When they 

had more experience doing so, the results 

became comprehensive. Especially regarding 

the intervention scenarios, the students 

became highly innovative. 

Low-medium, as it is impossible to assign a reasoned 

probability function to the created scenarios; the 

consistency of dTC scenarios plays an important role. If 

this successive step is omitted or performed improperly, 

the risk assessment is negatively affected. 

(8) Consistency analysis (for dTC and 

Intervention scenarios) 

Due to their experience and IT background, 

the students were able to identify consistency 

problems with no remarkable issues. 

Low, as it becomes an issue only if the required 

know-how regarding technology and digitalization/digital 

transformation is missing. 

(9) Risk assessment (by means of dTC 

scenarios) 

• Exposure assessment 
• Sensitivity assessment 

While the students had fewer issues in regard 

to the framing of the general exposure and 

sensitivity, some groups struggled with the 

quantification of these. Also, some of the 

pivots/CIOs of the companies were often 

uncertain in this regard. 

Low-medium, as expert judgment again is the basis for 

this analysis. While quantitative values might be gathered 

from existing risk management data, likelihood and time 

of impact for a dTC still present an uncertainty that 

cannot be ruled out easily. 

(10) Adaptive capacity assessment Student consultants had initial issues in 

regard to quantification of the adaptive 

capacity of the organization or company 

under review. The combination of dTC and 

intervention scenario helped significantly in 

the dialog with the pivot to finally reach a 

decision. 

Medium, not because the adaptive capacity is 

inappropriate, but because of the inherent danger of 

companies/organizations overestimating their own 

capabilities. Also, if no dTC scenario has occurred (or 

identified as having occurred), an initial judgment may 

be difficult. 

(11) Vulnerability assessment by integrating 

(weighing) a priori risk and a posteriori 

adaptation assessments 

For the student consultants, this was done by 

a qualitative ranking of the calculated scores, 

which demonstrated no issues per se. 

Low-medium, as the ranking via the calculated scoring 

may seem fairly “easy,” but the final selection of 

potential high-risk scenarios is a crucial step. Also, if 

certain scenarios are ranked closely together based on 

their scoring, judgment and final selection definitely 

represent a C-level decision. 
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The present paper has provided a complete operationalization of

the parameters and a first validation when applying the SVIDT

method to 18 organizations. This became possible through an in-

novative master course following the learning by doing applied re-

search (LAR) principle. This offered the unique opportunity to ap-

ply the method under conditions that met many of the criteria for

a controlled experiment. All teams carefully went through all nine

steps of the method, and the same data were applied for the sys-

tem analysis. The same questionnaire guide was used to assess the

basic expert judgments, and the same software tools were used to

assess the consistency scores and to calculate the risk and vulner-

ability scores. Competent coaching by the staff scientists ensured

that the data could be compared. This is why we described the

constraints of the application in some detail. 
There were several suboptimal issues in the application. For in-

tance, we had groups of student consultants who all had profes-

ional experience but did not yet have full-fledged competence as

enior researchers or consultants. The post-study interviews with

he managers can be considered a kind of quality control. The

esults (see the answers on the SVIDT tool, in particular, the re-

ponses to Inclusion , Fig. 6 ) provided sufficiently good information.

ue to time constraints, the (different steps of the) SVIDT method

as not ideally conveyed (in detail) to all but the major share of

anagers. We expected that this would improve the reliability of

he data and the recommendations. For the same reason, a struc-

ure analysis of the expert judgments and of the composite score

as conducted. The distributional analysis provided reasonable re-

ults, in particular when showing empirically that risk (which is
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trongly related to sensitivity ) and adaptive capacity must be con-

idered as two components of resilience management (see Fig. 5 ).

his closely aligns with the results of a previous empirical study

 Moser, Stauffacher, Blumer, & Scholz, 2015 ) that revealed that the

daptive capacity represents aspects different from the risk related

o hazardous technological waste (or other threats). 

The quantitative assessments and comments of the managers

several months after the study was conducted) proved that

he presented study provided a serious application of the SVIDT

ethod that was praised as having provided beneficial results to

ost of the included organizations. Thus, the SVIDT method has a

igh potential for practical application, not only as a research in-

trument for better understanding how the risk and vulnerability

f digital changes and threats for organizations can be better un-

erstood from a science perspective. 

.4. Needs for further research 

We identified several issues that call for some elaboration and

uture research. Conceptually and methodologically, two issues re-

uire further development. One is the selection of the dTC sce-

arios and the construction of an integrative vulnerability score.

ietje (2005) developed a method for selecting a small set of sig-

ificantly different scenarios (which was implicitly applied by the

oaching team when selecting the scenarios). Work such as that by

orgonova and Plischke (2016) discuss the approach in the context

f the sensitivity analysis of risk assessment (see also ( Mazzorana,

übl, & Fuchs, 2009 ). The constraints of the LAR course did not al-

ow for an elaboration of this aspect in the presented study. There-

ore, further empirical, conceptual, and theoretical investigations

re needed. 

We also expect that the selection of single threats can be im-

roved in reference to Brunswik’s concept of cues. This may refer

rimarily to the selection of single threats. This has to be done in

 balanced manner as “too many similar and correlated” risks af-

ect the consistency scores and the selection of the threat scenarios

nd, thereby, ultimately the risk and vulnerability scores. The cue

oncept ( Brunswik & Kamiya, 1953 ; Scholz, 2018 ) suggests select-

ng a few, partially overlapping and partly substitutable cues that

atisfyingly provide a reliable assessment about potential states of

nvironments. A further issue that call for conceptual development

s the complementarity between the a priori risk and a posteri-

ri vulnerability management. This becomes of special interest if

he costs of continuous information acquisition and for risk man-

gement and building adaptive capacity are quantitatively modeled

nd assessed. 

In order to provide further insights to managers and researchers

ontemplating the use of the SVIDT, we summarized the applied

ethods, identified issues, and potential reductions of practical

tility in Table 2 . By doing so, we offer starting points for prac-

itioners as well as researchers regarding future optimization, cus-

omization, and extension of SVIDT, also in regard to the currently

ncluded methods, to be able to further increase portability of

VIDT to other sectors and application domains. 

.5. Relating soft operational methods and common methods of 

perational research 

Historically, the systems approach, complexity theories, and

roblem structuring methods complemented mathematical and

omputer modeling approaches already since the nineteen six-

ies (see e.g., Ackoff, 1962 ; Mingers & White, 2010 ). One rea-

on was that the prerequisites of applying quantitative approaches

ere not meeting the complexity, e.g., of the organizations’ en-

ironment or internal processes ( Mintzberg, 1994 ). The soft sys-

ems methodology, primarily promoted by British operational re-
earchers ( Rosenhead, 2009 ) stressed the qualitative side and has

ot been really overcome the gap to mainstream operational re-

earch as you may take from a contemporary operations research

nd management science handbook ( Ravindran, 2008 ). The pre-

ented SVIDT method is a hybrid method. This is uncommon for

ainstream operational research. But, it allows both the acknowl-

dging to the sometimes perplexing uncertainty ( Rosenhead, 1998 )

f the organization challenge to cope with adaptations to a digital

orld and to utilize profound formal and quantitative approaches

rom operational research. The sophisticated construction of threat

cenarios (overcoming simplified worst case analysis) for the digi-

al transition, the – partly quantitative analysis-based expert judge-

ents of losses by dTC scenarios – or judgments on the compen-

ating effect of intervention scenarios on the organizations’ key

erformance indicators may be taken as example. Thus, SVIDT can

e considered as a comprehensive problem structuring framework

hich allows to utilize formal and quantitative methods of main-

tream operational research (see, e.g. ( Ravindran, 2008 )) such as

ulticriteria decision analysis ( Masud & Ravindran, 2008 ), or sce-

ario based decision analysis ( Klein, 2008 ; Wright, Cairns, O’Brien,

 Goodwin, 2018 ). This has been done when assessing quantitative

ulnerability scores, based on thoroughly constructed and selected

hreat and intervention scenarios, while also including the impor-

ant aspect of uncertainty from a future viewpoint (see Wright

t al., 2018 ). Thus, SVIDT may be seen as an example of relating

oft operational methods and common methods of operational re-

earch. 

. Conclusions 

Digital threats and changes can be conceived as a certain type

f systemic risk as they emerge from a multitude of interacting, in-

erwoven, multilevel, conditionally contingent (correlated) change

actors (threats) that take place at different levels of society. This

etting does not allow for the construction of risk scores in a com-

on manner. Based on a highly structured multilevel system anal-

sis, SVIDT provides a hybrid method for constructing a small set

f consistent, significantly different dTC scenarios and related con-

istent intervention scenarios. Based on this, the SVIDT method

uantifies risk and adaptive capacity as key components of vulner-

bility by expert assessments of sensitivity, exposure, and adap-

ive capacity. Given weighing whether adaptive action can and/or

hould be taken before a negative event takes place or whether a

ost-negative-event adaptation is preferred, the method provides a

uantitative vulnerability assessment and allows organizations to

ompare and to select intervention strategies. 

A first empirical application of SVIDT to 18 organizations in

ustria and Germany worked remarkably well. The managers of

he organizations acknowledged the method, its potential, and

ostly the beneficial impacts of participating in the process of

pplying SVIDT and receiving recommendations. Thus, the skepti-

ism that an integrated method such as SVIDT may be too complex

or practice has vanished. By contrast, vulnerability scores depend

n the choice and construction of dTC and intervention scenarios,

nd these, in turn, are based on which threats are chosen; this

s an impact of the system and strengths and weaknesses analy-

is. We may learn from this that the investigation of highly com-

lex – and, at first glance, unstructured issues such as the assess-

ent of digital risks and vulnerabilities – from a highly structured,

ybrid method such as the SVIDT method has significant potential

nd value. 
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